Specific histone-histone contacts are ruptured when nucleosomes unfold at low ionic strength.
The ordered unfolding of the nucleosome core within chromatin at low ionic strengths has been studied. The results show that, when nuclei are lysed gently in solutions of very low ionic strength, their constituent nucleosomes rupture at a major H2B-H4 binding site but remain unperturbed at the site of the H2A-H2B interaction. These conclusions are based on data which show that at least four separate but closely spaced H2B-H4 contacts, identifiable by contact-site cross-linking in intact nuclei, are broken when nuclei are suspended in very dilute buffers. Appropriate controls on purified nucleosomes monomers demonstrate that the H2B-H4 contacts being broken are indeed intranucleosomal. Sedimentation of nucleosomes in the ultracentrifuge at various salt concentrations reveals that a significant conformational transition occurs in the range of ionic strength over which the H2B-H4 binding site ruptures.